Bathroom Series

YCX has been devoted to the research and development of the LED faucet and shower head. The
products developed by us have received several national patent certificates. We have
accumulated abundant professional experience of producing in this field and have formed a
professional production system of design development, mechanical processing, surface finish,
assembly and so on. The series of LED faucet and shower head produced by YCX is of great
variety which can meet requirements of customers from different countries, different nations and
people at all levels. This series is both excellent in quality and reasonable in structure. Both its
internal function and its external design can reflect a high grade of quality and leading position
before times. YCX clings to the idea that “No design, no market; market comes from design.”
We have been expanding the built of design team and been consummating the management of
design procedures. The development and design of the products is people-oriented to lead the
market. We have make great steps to come into the international market in recent years and with
the upgrading of our products and the strengthening of our quality control, our products have
been sold to the countries and regions in Southeast Asia, Europe and so on which results in the
multiplication of our export volume year by year. The domestic distribution network has been
spread into all major cities in our country. The LED faucet and shower head by YCX have

received more and more appreciation from both domestic and foreign market with its high
quality and reasonable prices. LED faucet and shower head lead the bathroom culture, the reform
of bathroom products and will make a new life for people in the future.

Three types of our products have been shown below :
Single color
1. No battery needed
2. When water flows down the LED will be lighted instantly and automatically
3. Brightness is such enough even no other lighting fixtures need.

Multiple colors
1. No battery needed
2. When water flows down the LED will be lighted instantly and automatically
3. Brightness is such enough even on other lighting fixtures need. The LED color
will change gradually and automatically
4. The change of led color will not be subject to the temperature of water

RGB color
1. No battery needed
2. When water flows down, the LED will be lighted instantly and automatically
3. Temperature detectable
A: When water temperature is < 25︒C the green color will show automatically
B: When water temperature is between 26︒C-35︒C, the blue color will show
automatically
C: When water temperature is between 36︒C-45︒C, the red color will show
automatically
D: When water temperature is above 36︒C, the red color will flash immediately
4. This item will change its color by detecting water temperature.

